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Meeting Report - January 8, 2014
Minutes of the BBMFC January 8, 2014 Meeting
Meeting opened:
by President Chris Brownhill at 7:40 pm
Present:
14 members/guests
Minutes of previous meeting: acceptance was moved by Doug Blackmore,
seconded by Keith Morgan, carried

Financial report:

$2,868.16 from Treasurer, Naomi Macklem
(includes a pending $576 contribution to FAI fund but
does not include recently-received membership dues)

Club business:


Chris mentioned we were experiencing glitches with relocating the Club’s
bank accounts due to (the lack of) readability of the letters of incorporation
resulting from the age of the microfiche. It was suggested that it’s not
really essential to relocate the account since banking can effectively be
done at any branch. Nonetheless, Chris will send the scanned pdf file of the
letters of incorporation to Doug Blackmore, who will attempt to restore
some semblance of readability to the document.



Chris announced that several new Club directors are required since several
of the existing directors are either no longer affiliated with the club or are
no longer active in the hobby. Chris sought nominations for 3-4 new
directors – the actual number is not critical. The following candidates were
nominated:
o Len Bourel, nominated by Chris Brownhill, seconded by Chris Hubbard
o Naomi Macklem, nominated by Chris Hubbard, seconded by John
Easton
o Keith Morgan, nominated Len Bourel, seconded by Chris Hubbard.

The vote to confirm the nominees as Directors will be held at the
February meeting following the publishing of the nominations in the
current minutes and in the notice/slinger for the February meeting.
Chris summarized some of the provisions covered in the letters of
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incorporation - these include the fact that the club is “not-for-profit” and
individual club members cannot receive payments from the club.


With respect to the 2014 contest schedule, the Brodak contest has been
confirmed for June 10-14.



The annual Great Glider Gala will be held, as usual, at the February meeting.
The rules will remain as in previous years (the following rules and tips are
reprised from 2013 and 2012…):
o

Glider to be made of one sheet of 3/32”x3”x36” balsa (can be sanded thinner but
the contest format and the associated “1-point” landings, especially when the
styrofoam target is missed, can take a toll on the aircraft).

o

Chris Brownhill has suggested “longer fuselage”, “larger size (~20” span)” and
“larger rudder” as potentially good design objectives but has also stopped short of
taking responsibility for any lack of success, even if these objectives are pursued

o

Chris has also suggested that CA is an essential accessory at the contest.

o

It has been stressed that the glider must fly “on the wing” and that “missiles” or
“darts” whose trajectory is solely dependent on the energy imparted by human
biceps are frowned upon and the pilots of such pseudo-aircraft risk severe censure
and other penalties (up to disqualification) as decided by those present.



Chris sought ideas for special events at upcoming meetings, noting that the
building/beauty contest will be held at the April meeting. Keith Morgan
suggested a heli contest using the commonly available and inexpensive
miniature electric helicopters. The requisite tasks will involve flying through
a hula hoop positioned vertically followed by a spot landing within the hula
hoop once positioned horizontally on the ground. Criteria for success could
be the recorded time associated with the completion of these tasks.



Chris reported that a half-dozen intrepid members attended the January 1
Polar Fun Fly. Doug Blackmore had the foresight to bring a torch and some
ether. Doug reverted to a hand-launched flight with a wheeled landing
following an early misadventure with skis.



Chris advised that Kim Doherty had passed on some modelling equipment and,
in turn, presented a Midwest Skyraider profile stunt kit to Juan Barrada.

Adjournment:


The business portion of the meeting was adjourned at 8:15 pm - moved by
Keith Morgan, seconded by Len Bourel, carried.
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Show-n-Tell:


There was no formal show-n-tell but Chris Brownhill
had brought a rubber-powered light plane model to use
in his presentation and Rob Pringle brought a 1/2A
control-line PZL Wilga equipped with skis, which was
intended, but unfortunately not completed in time, for
the New Year’s Day “Polar” flying session.

Special feature – Free-flight modelling with Chris
Brownhill


Chris led a discussion about the free-flight discipline
of model flying and provided an informative hand-out.



The first recognized free-flight model was a rubberpowered pusher aircraft, similar to much later “twin
pushers”, flown by a Frenchman circa 1870.



Chris reprised the various classes based around indoor
vs. outdoor and various forms of propulsion (glow, CO2,
rubber, electric, gravity).



Free-flight is based around the requirement that
everything is “pre-set” prior to flight and nothing can
be altered (at least intentionally) during the flight.



Weight is a critical factor in free-flight with even as
little as 2 gm being potentially important. The
proportions of scale free-flight aircraft are often
adjusted, particularly with respect to the area of the
horizontal stab, which is typically enlarged by 25%
from actual scale.



For outdoor models, flight duration is a common
contest objective within a predetermined “max” time.
The use of “maxes” may result in ties, which are
commonly broken using further rounds with everincreasing “maxes”. For indoor contests, flight time is
often unlimited (no maxes).
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Free-flight is perhaps the discipline requiring the most “pure” science and
knowledge of design and trim requirements since any tendencies to depart
from a relatively narrow flight envelope cannot be “controlled” or “trimmed”
away in flight as one can with a control-line or R/C aircraft. It is also
arguably the discipline most dependent on external factors as determinants
of success – air/lift (outdoors) or ceiling (indoors).



Typically, trimming must be undertaken separately for the powered vs. glide
portions of the flight using shims, trim tabs, and “intentional” warps
(facilitated by a moist exhale) on the tail surfaces, nose block, and
sometimes the wing itself.



Chris covered the spectrum of available rubber-powered free-flight models
from relatively simple Delta Dart, Sig Cub, and Estes Mirage through the
Comet Sparky and its ilk to more challenging plan or scratch-built, scale-like
models. He also talked about hand-launched and towline-launched gliders.



Chris mentioned a comprehensive and enjoyable article on free-flight
modelling in the current issue of the MAAC magazine (Model Aviation
Canada). Well-attended outdoor contests include the annual events at
Geneseo, upstate New York (FAC) and the US Nats at Muncie, Indiana.



Throughout his talk, Chris emphasized the beauty and elegance associated
with watching a free-flight model rising into the sky, particularly on a sunny
summer day ………..

I concur with Chris’ portrayal of a free-flight model in flight as a thing of beauty. It
brings to mind my first and last foray into gas-powered free flight in (approximately)
1969. I could not afford an engine at that time - I had experimented with a few rubberpowered models such as the Guillows Chipmunk, a Fairchild 24 of unknown provenance, and
another non-scale Guillows model – might have been a Lancer. I knew little of the
importance of an appropriate centre of gravity and associated trimming and most flights
ended up such that if the model had been capable of laying down a smoke trail, it would
have looked something like a bowl of spaghetti or a ball of string. Nonetheless, when I was
about 14 or 15, I started building a 72” span glider – I could not afford an engine so a
glider it had to be. I think I found the plan in a Flying Models magazine borrowed from
the library – I had ideas of towing it up into a clear blue sky (the glider – not the library).
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Coincidentally, I received a Goldberg L’il Wizard and a Cox Babe Bee for Christmas when
the glider was nearing completion. Of course, the engine went into the hastily completed
Wizard for a month or so while I learned the basics of control-line flying. However, the
glider found its way back into my work area in the crawl-space (when we got tired of
stomping out a runway in the 10’ of snow covering our schoolyard) and I converted it into a
free-flight model by truncating the nose and adding a firewall and by trimming the wings
back to a 48” span. It was finished with white silkspan and clear dope (I could not afford
coloured dope) – the “white” and “clear” will become significant later on. Anyway, one day
in late March, with a grey sky and snow still on the ground (remember we had not yet
emerged from the Ice Age), a friend and I cycled, models in hand and supplies in a plastic
shopping bag swinging from the handlebars, out to the fields behind the old Benson and
Hedges factory on Kennedy Road in Brampton. After a few test glides across the
proverbial long grass (although largely covered with snow and no longer very long), which
confirmed that the glider had a flight attitude that was not vertically downward and
allowed some possibility of flight, the .049 was fired up. I launched from a small hillock
about 10-15’ high so that it would enjoy at least a 10-15’ “flight”. The first flight
consisted of tight banked (about 60-70 degrees and 50-60’ radius) circles around the
hillock (thankfully the circles did not get smaller) until the wing finally brushed through
the grass/weeds/snow mixture and the rubber bands restraining the wing popped off, the
components returning to terra sorta firma without too-obvious damage. Perhaps the wing
was not centred on the fuselage…or something. Anyway, after re-assembly and filling of
the tank, it was re-fired up and re-launched. This time it flew an on-again, off-again
figure vaguely reminiscent of a circle (horizontally) but pursued a see-sawing vertical
trajectory, stalling and recovering repeatedly but gaining altitude each cycle. The engine
ran and ran and ran and ran (remember that full tank) and the model went higher and
higher and further and further away. Despite my youthful eyes, the altitude, distance,
and white model against a grey sky, conspired to cause it to disappear from view, although
I could still hear the engine howling away. Finally the engine stopped but by then, I only
had a rough sense of the direction in which it had been heading under power. Let’s just
say that I spent a full day and several evenings (with a flashlight) unsuccessfully looking
for whatever remained of a white model on the snow-covered ground. For years after
that, whenever the topic of model flying came up, my father would tease me, in his thick
Scottish brogue, about the wee plane that flew, flew, flew away. Fortunately my birthday
was coming up and a replacement Babe Bee was received (I think they were about $3.99
from America’s Hobby Centre in those days) – this one was mounted only on control-line
models. As it turned out, I never again flew free-flight although I have flown some
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“minimally radio-assisted” old-timer models - an electric Senior Playboy and a Cox 1/2A
Texaco-powered Berkely Brigidier (sic) – almost as elegant as a “real” free-flight model
but able to be returned frowm whence it took off (although poor depth perception, brain
cramping, and intervening high-tension power lines dismembered the Brigidier on that “just
have to have one more” flight).

Special Feature:

I was looking for some candidate aircraft that were designed to accommodate, or
are known to have used, skis for the January 1 “Polar” fun-fly and came across
some interesting “utility” aircraft designs beyond the ubiquitous, and
quintessentially Canuck, Beavers, Turbo-Beavers, Otters, and Norsemen from the
De Havilland and Noorduyn factories.
1.

Fairchild Super 71

This is a Canadian design that did
not turn out to be very successful
although it looks good, especially
with a polished aluminium finish.
Although I like the design, I
decided against building it at this
time due to the parasol wing and
the complex systems of struts
supporting the wing, landing gear
and stab.
2. De Havilland Hawk Moth
Another design used in North
America with the trademark De
Havilland horizontal and vertical
stab shapes. Fairly
straightforward and functional but
with that retro attractiveness and
a “real” (radial) engine.
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3. Polikarpov I-16 “Rata”
I understand most Russian aircraft
of a certain era were designed to
be converted to skis as necessary
and this WW2 fighter was no
exception. One would think that
skis indicate an intent to fly in cold
weather - that open cockpit is an
invitation to frostbite, even if it
proves the pilot is hardy (and
possibly fueled with vodka).
4. PZL Wilga
This Polish design was the one I
finally chose to build – no struts
except under the stab and a
straight wing that could be carved
out of a 24”x3” wide balsa plank. I
didn’t count on the difficulty
associated with getting the 3-D
bends of the landing gear legs
symmetrical and reasonably
accurate (took me 5 attempts).
5. Moskalyov SAM 6
An interesting Russian design with
the centre-line skis and wingtip
plates. It has a large wing area for
its overall physical size and should
be able to handle some stunting if
built light. Like the Fox Moth, it
will need some decent cylinder
heads to look complete.
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Meeting Report - February 12, 2014
Minutes recorded by John McFayden
 29 members and guests were present as the meeting opened.
 Chris Brownhill asked for a motion that the minutes of the January meeting be
accepted as published. So moved by Chris Hubbard, seconded by Stuart
Henderson. Unanimous.
 Bill Bowmer reported the club bank balance to be $3,126.14 including $576 to be
contributed to our FAI F2D and F2B team.
 Chris Brownhill reported that he had received the 2014 field permit for a cost of
$22.60.
 Chris Brownhill reported that he had submitted MAAC sanctions for our 2014
schedule of events.
 Chris Brownhill reported that he had updated the Control Line Rule Book and
sent copies out to interested parties for review.
 Chris Brownhill reported that 3 new directors were required as the Balsa Beavers
Model Flying Club is an Ontario registered corporation. Doug Blackmore
nominated Keith R Morgan, Len Bourel and Naomi Macklem. Seconded by Chris
Hubbard. Vote – Unanimous.
 New Business – Balsa Beavers Rules Update. Doug Blackmore reported that the
rules had become unclear and perhaps needed upgrade. A discussion followed. It
was decided and carried by vote that 2 changes would be used for the 2014
season. First the scoring system would be changed to 5 points for 1 st Place, 3
points for 2nd Place, 2 points for 3rd Place and 1 point for 4th Place. All other
positions garner 0 points. Secondly the official Bump Rule be eliminated as the
number of entries is down so low that we are facing the possibility of having a
simple rotation of winners not a real competition for the cup. Highly proficient
pilots are asked to refrain from participating.
 Chris Brownhill moved the meeting be closed, second by Stuart Henderson.
 Randy Curts presented his Bill Werwage designed Juno I beam stunt model.
Power will be a Stalker .46. The fuselage, tail planes and flaps are covered with
silkspan and the wing with SIG Koverall and silkspan.
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 Next was the 2014 Great Glider Gala. As anticipated there was a very large entry
as evidenced here:
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 First up the juniors. After 3 practice flights and tweaking of nose weight, wing
tips and rudders. The juniors let fly.
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 Then on to Novice and Open.
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 2014 GREAT GLIDER GALA CHAMPIONS
Juniors –

1st Place : Thomas Ostrowski
2nd Place : Adam Znamierowski
3rd Place : Adrian Piekos

Novice -

1st Place : Chris Hubbard
2nd Place : Marian Znamierowski
3rd Place : Marek Gielarowiec

Open -

1st : Ted Smietana
2nd : Chris Brownhill
3rd : Juan Barrada
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Meeting Report - March 12, 2014
This meeting was canceled due to the snow storm that hit Toronto. The next meeting is
April 9, 2014 when we hope to hold both the "building competition" as usual for that
meeting and the "helicopter competition" that was to be held March 12.
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Meeting Report - April 9, 2014
Minutes of the BBMFC April 9, 2014 Meeting
Meeting opened:
by President Chris Brownhill at 7:35 pm
Present:
21 members/guests
Minutes of previous meeting: acceptance was moved by Keith Morgan, seconded
by John McFayden, carried

Financial report:

Not available.

Club business:


Chris advised the members that the club’s field permit had been received
but that the T&D event permit had not.



Chris mentioned that he had sent a certificate of appreciation to Ross
Melhuish in recognition of his 30-year stint as president of the club.



The SOCC has been reduced in length from three to two days – Friday has
been dropped due to light attendance in the past. Check the Club’s website
for the event schedule.



The Novice Stunt event will be dropped from the 2014 T&D due to lack of
participation.



A brief discussion was held concerning 1/2A scale as a contest event for
2014. Check the Club’s website for scheduling details.



The Beaver Cup was awarded belatedly/formally to Keith Morgan for 2012.
It was then re-awarded to Doug Blackmore for 2013.

2012 Beaver Cup awarded to Keith Morgan

2013 Beaver Cup awarded to Doug Blackmore
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Chris mentioned that some of the Club members had been flying the previous
weekend – the ground was frozen but the parking lot was impassable

Adjournment:


The business portion of the meeting was adjourned at 7:55 pm - moved by
Len Bourel, seconded by Keith Morgan, carried.



Note that this is/was the last scheduled Club meeting until October – until
then - see you on the field or at one of the Club events.

Special feature – 2014 Building (Beauty) contest


The annual building/beauty contest was held. The Club members voted for
their favourite model in three categories – Junior, Open, and Free-flight. A
variety of models were entered from unfinished to “virtually” finished (the
underside of Keith Morgan’s stunter was “intentionally” left unpainted,
“allegedly” in order to demonstrate the qualities of Tom Morris’ covering
material)
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The winners of the building contest were as follows:

Junior

1st Adrian Piekos

2 nd Daniel Styczen

3rd Veronica Styczen

(accepted by Ted Smietana) (accepted by Ted Smietana)

Open

1st Naomi Macklem

2nd Keith Morgan

Free-flight

1st Campbell Blair

2 nd Paul Emmerson
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3rd Chris Brownhill

Special Feature – The Heli Hula Hoop Happening
Keith Morgan had previously proposed an indoor heli event involving the ubiquitous
micro electric helicopters available everywhere for a song. He arranged for a hula
hoop mounted on edge on a stand approximately 1 metre above the floor.
Competitors were required to take off from a marked square on the floor and fly
through the hoop. Those with Class 1 helicopters (reasonable controllability) were
required to fly back through the hoop and land on the take-off square. Those with
Class 2 helicopters (questionable controllability) did not have to return. The task
was timed and entrants were allowed up to two “official” flights with the best time
counting.
Some of the flights were quite “interesting” – some entrants showing evidence of
practice and others… well…. Flying these little mosquitoes is not quite as easy as
one would think when there is a specific flight task to accomplish. Body “English”
was in plain evidence but did not seem to be very effective.
The “best” times were as follows:
Class 1

Class 2

1st

Doug Blackmore

25 sec

2nd

Rob Pringle

30 sec

3rd

John Gielarowiec

44 sec

Keith Morgan

45 sec

Len Bourel

65 sec

Chris Brownhill

70 sec

Jack Ngao

76 sec

Peter Hanson

91 sec

Pavlo

190 sec

1st
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Adrian Piekos

23 sec

1st Doug Blackmore

2nd Rob Pringle

3rd John Gielarowiec

The winning pilots and their machines framed by the hoop

Special Feature:
The 3-views I selected for this month are classic racing aircraft from the (mostly)
“Golden” years. They represent a mix of (mostly) English and American designs and
include some of my favourite aircraft.
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6. Comper Streak

7.

De Havilland TK4

This is a relative of the ubiquitous Comper

A diminutive product of the de Havilland

Swift although this design sports a low wing

factory – this aircraft could pass as one of the

rather than the Swifts “sort-of high” wing. A

early Formula 1 racers except for the

classic design in the British mold.

retractable landing gear.

8. Miles M5 Sparrowhawk

9.

Hawks HM-1

A truly classic, elegant aircraft, an example of

The beautiful “Time Flies” if you like “real”

which, amazingly, was fitted with wing-root jet

aircraft with round engines – enough said.

engines and fittingly called the Sparrowjet.
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10. Cessna CR-3

11. Bugatti R-100

Another round engine –rubber-powered

Ok so this is neither British nor American

versions of this aircraft have been doing well

and it is not from the “Golden” years – so

on the scale contest scene for years.

sue me. Nonetheless a beautiful racer that
would be hard to balance due to its midships
engine (except under rubber power
perhaps).
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Meeting Report - October 8, 2014
Minutes of the BBMFC October 8, 2014 Meeting
Item
Meeting opened

Discussion


Action

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:37
pm

Attendance



8 members and guests were present

Minutes



Minutes of the April 2014 meeting
were not available for
review/approval

Financial report



In Naomi’s absence, Chris reported
that the Club’s financial resources
stand at $2,434.82



$285.00 is being held in trust for
the control-line team

Membership



Chris reminded the members that



Members to submit dues



Members to think about

club dues were payable
Club Business
2014 Events



Chris provided a retrospective
overview of the 2014 contests and
events.



The summer contests were
reviewed
o

Generally, the weather was
favourable and attendance was
more-or-less typical

o

$320 was collected for the
Weston King Neighbourhood
Centre at the Anniversary event
in September

Future meetings



Chris suggested that the members
think about possible presentations,

suggestions for activities for

information sessions, activities, etc.

meetings over the winter

for future meetings


The Club’s annual election will be
held at the November meeting
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Adjournment


Adjournment of the business
portion of the meeting was moved
by Chris Hubbard and seconded by
Paul Emmerson – carried.

Show’n’Tell
Jack Ngao
 Stinson Model “U”


1/2A scale model



“sesquiplane”



52” wingspan – wing separable



3 engines



scale rib spacing (66 ribs in upper wing)



interesting “passengers” visible in windows (comic/cartoon characters)



his flight at the Anniversary event proved to be “adventurous”,
possibly due to incidence, model weight vs. power and/or centre of
gravity – only minor damage was incurred by the model during its
“landing”

Chris Brownhill
 Brodak P-40


profile stunter



Chris presented his Brodak P-40 profile stunter, nearing completion



modelled after a Canadian example



construction benefits from the use of a jig due to the double-tapered
wing



generally a good kit (Brodak) in Chris’ opinion – laser-cut



Chris discussed the rules and other information pertaining to the 1/2A

Special Feature
Chris Brownhill
 1/2A Scale event

Scale Event


Run for the first time by the Club in 2014 – at a special event in June
and at the Anniversary event



Chris used Jack’s Stinson (see Show’n’Tell above) as an example



Important to get the documentation first (3-view drawing) – use to
check accuracy of kit, drawing or plan before getting too far into
construction



Need good documentation with respect to colours and markings



Some drawings may not be completely accurate



Documentation is available from various sources such as Profile
Publications, some Lyman Drawings, Bob Banka (on web)



By FAI rules, photos take precedence over drawings



Photos and measurements of a particular full-size aircraft at a
particular point in time are definitive if you model that aircraft at that
point in time.



A twin-engine model might be approximately 25” span
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Judged as a profile although a full fuselage is permitted (no extra
points)



Multi-engine event – 5 points for each additional engine



Light weight important – perhaps more important than strength. A
light model has less inertia and will likely suffer less damage than a
heavier aircraft, all other things being equal. It is impractical to build
enough strength into one of these models to eliminate the possibility
of damage during a crash.



Light wheels available – can save an ounce



Go easy on the amount of paint applied



There are as many points attached to the flying portion of the scoring
(options and flight realism) as there are for static judging



With multiple engines, we want the centre engine (if there is one)
running the longest (largest tank, start last, or top up fuel before
release) – conversely, we want the outboard engine(s) to quit first – if
the outboard engine(s) is(are) running alone, there is a chance the
model could come in on the lines, depending on the C/G, leadout
position, tip weight, rudder offset, engine offset, etc.



Can run engine in reverse with pusher prop mounted backwards to
offset torque effects on a multi-engine model (which can result in a
tendency to come in on the lines) – can reverse polarity on electric
starter to suit. Alternatively, one could fly clockwise so that the
torque effects are helpful rather than harmful in maintaining line
tension



The club will probably stick with the “Limited” event (no throttle
control). This would mean that electric models (if the Club decides to
allow these) would be run with a timer rather than a speed control



One design issue is how to account for the portion of the wing within
the “full-body” fuselage when built as a profile. One option is to
maintain the same wing span although this may lengthen the root chord
(if the leading edge and trailing edge of a tapered wing are extended
to the C/L) or it may change the shape/proportions of the wing (if the
root chord at the C/L is maintained). Chris’ suggestion is to leave out
the portion of the wing normally within the fuselage to maintain
appropriate proportions.

Special Feature
( I re-checked these links from my bookmarks on October 14, 2014 before including them)
Some websites for
 http://www.bobsairdoc.com/
documentation
 http://www.scaleviews.com/links.shtml
materials/suggestions
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Some websites for
free 3-view drawings
and scale model plans



http://www.jrdaly.rchomepage.com/dochowto.html



http://www.airbornemedia.com/store/aeropacs.htm



http://simviation.com//designresources.htm



http://plans.aerofred.com/



http://www.suurland.com/assets.php



http://wherewolf.narod.ru/drawings/Drawings1.htm and
http://www.webring.org/l/rd?ring=aircraftsimagein;id=3;url=http%
3A%2F%2Fwherewolf.narod.ru%2Fdrawings2%2FDrawings2.htm



http://www.luft46.com/profiles/profiles.html



http://www.history.navy.mil/branches/org4-4.htm



http://www.the-blueprints.com/



http://www.airplanesandrockets.com/resources/plans-3-views.htm



http://easyultralightdesign.com/



http://www.airwar.ru/other/drawe.html



http://www.hippocketaeronautics.com/hpa_plans/index.php



(includes plans, 3-views, and most Profile Publications)
http://www.outerzone.co.uk/browse_plans/index.asp



http://www.colinusher.info/Model%20Aircraft/images.html
(scans of old Aeromodeller and other modelling magazines)

Some are very detailed – some are simple (and usually small) outline
drawings. There is rarely a guarantee of accuracy – some 3-views look
better than others – lots of detail is no guarantee of a better drawing
although it tends to indicate more care was taken. I am sure there are
more sources if you undertake a patient search using Google.
Other publications are available in libraries or for purchase on-line or
(sometimes) in specialist bookstores such as Aviation World:
 Jane’s All the World’s Aircraft (annual publication) – there are
also related publications


Paul Matt’s Scale Airplane Drawings (very detailed)



The Air Racers (Mendenhall)



A series of books on British aircraft manufacturers – eg.
“Fairey Aircraft since 1915” – also for Westland, Boulton Paul,
Vickers, Gloster, Sopwith, Bristol, Royal Aircraft Factory, etc.
- there are also titles such as “American Attack Aircraft since
1926”, British Naval Aircraft since 1912”, etc.



Smithsonian Air and Space Museum archives
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Meeting Report - November 12, 2014
Minutes of the BBMFC November 12, 2014 Meeting
Item

Discussion

Meeting opened



Attendance
Minutes




Financial report




Membership



by President Chris Brownhill at 7:42
pm
11 members and guests were present
Acceptance of the minutes of the
October 2014 meeting was moved by
Keith Morgan and seconded by Paul
Emmerson
Chris reported that the Club’s coffers
stand at $2,463.30
$285 of this is being held in trust for
the control-line team
Chris reminded the members to
submit membership applications/dues

Action



Carried



Members to submit completed
membership applications/dues

Club Business
Awards and other
miscellany





John McFayden presented the results
for The Balsa Beaver Cup. He
reported that Chris Brownhill
participated in every stunt contest
and accumulated sufficient points to
win this award. Doug Blackmore was
the runner-up despite an early-season
mishap.
Although no suitable award currently
exists to recognize “exciting” flying
moments, several events were
recounted and reminisced about and
all present agreed they were
memorable, although there was no
consensus as to the most memorable.
Doug “Lefty” Blackmore was
recognized for his mastery of
southpaw flying. John McFayden
recounted the serendipitous rescue of
his plane at ground level by a friendly
“twister” that subsequently crossed
the flying circle and raised his hat to
the cheering crowd. Jack Ngao was
recognized for a sustained
“adventurous” flight with his 1/2A
scale Stinson, a flight that covered all
conceivable altitudes and attitudes.
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Chris Brownhill wins the Balsa Beaver Cup

Election of Club
Officers

2015 Contest
Season

Annual Zone
meeting

The officers for the past year were
thanked for their efforts:
 President – Chris Brownhill
 Vice-president – John McFayden
 Treasurer – Naomi Macklem
 Secretary – Rob Pringle
 Control-line rep – Len Bourel
 Contest Coordinator – Chris
Hubbard
Keith Morgan moved the nomination of
Chris Brownhill for President but
withdrew his motion in favour of an
alternative motion by Doug blackmore
that the existing slate of Officers be
nominated for re-election for 2015.
There be no further nominations,
nominations were declared closed.
 Chris advised that the City had
cautioned the Club concerning possible
pre-emption of Club activities by the
PanAm Games.
 Proposed scheduling, in recognition of
the timing of the PanAm games and
related activities:
 T&D - May 30/31 with Niagara as
a possible back-up venue.
 Beanfield Grand Prix - June
27/28
 Summer (normally “Fall”) stunt
contest – August 9
 SOCC - August 29/30
 The F2B trials - September 19
with the 20th as a fallback date
 Anniversary event - October3/4,
possibly combined with the
Ringmaster Flyathon – the
complete slate of usual events
may not be run officially
Several ideas for event format
adjustments were suggested - eg.
changing the number of laps in the racing
marathon, altering the stunt format, etc.
Chris reported that the Zone meeting
proceeded in routine fashion (without the
drama of the 2013 meeting).
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Club meeting
programs



Chris reminded the members that
program ideas were welcomed for the
winter meetings. So far, the following
events have been tentatively
scheduled:
 December – swap shop and
Christmas cheer
 January – heli-hula
 February – Great glider gala
 March – cardboard airplanes
 April – beauty contest

Adjournment
There being no further business,
adjournment of the business portion of
the meeting was moved by John
McFayden and seconded by Keith Morgan
Show’n’tell
 Keith Morgan
– molded balsa
fuselage





Special Features
 Winter coat
drive and draw



Keith reminisced about the early Cox
plastic control-liners. Since these are
commanding steep prices nowadays,
Keith designed and built (and showed
and told about) a balsa Spitfire (model
of a model) to the same dimensions as
the original Cox Spitfire.
Keith went on to talk about the
“sunburst” rib layout and balsa
fuselage molding process used in this
model. The molding process featured
two balsa half-shells bandaged over a
male form. He “discovered” that a
tight fuselage centre-line joint could
be achieved by cutting the centre-line
along a straight-edge while the halves
were still overlapping on the form.

In return for a winter coat donation,
members were allocated a ballot, one per
coat donated, in a draw for a Brodak
Thunderbird kit. The winner was Paul
Emmerson.
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Hangar
“Queen”
contest





The contestants each tried to make a case
for his Hangar “Queen” entrant:
 John McFayden extolled the lack of
virtue of his Bandit stunter. It was
his first stunt design and he flew it
competitively for 8 years. He
estimates that it has survived 1,000
or so flights but the original iron-on
plastic covering still looks “almost”
new.
 Paul Emmerson displayed his Goldberg L’l Wizard
flown in the early 70’s. He doesn’t recall a large
number of flights being put up – the model is still
in one piece although there is evidence that the
vertical fin was “displaced and
replaced”.
 Gord Gimbert presented his scale
Bristol Blenheim (2 x OS .19’s), built
around 1970. Possibly as a result of
his attempt at a scale, shock-absorbing
landing gear, landings of this aircraft
resembled a hyperactive yo-yo.
 Doug Blackmore described his “takeapart” or more accurately, “taken-apart”
Flitestreak – the one with the (formerly) solid
wing. He has plans to incorporate the pieces in
some sort of mobile art form.
 Keith Morgan brought up a nondescript shoebox
that could not have possibly contained a flying
model. He told a woeful story about an
allowance-less youth. When offered $2 by an
acquaintance to cut a lawn - circa 1967 BI
(Before inflation), he jumped at the chance and
used the proceeds to purchase a Guillows
Fokker D7 kit (rubber-powered of course).
The exposés having been completed, the assembled members voted by notso-secret ballot (show of hands) for the best “Hangar” Queen:
 Bandit – 0 votes - too nice to be a “real” “Hangar” Queen
 Wizard – 2 votes (2nd place)
 Blenheim – 7 votes (1st place)
 Flitestreak – 0 votes – story not sufficiently expository
 Fokker D7 – 2 votes (3rd place)
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Meeting Report - December 10, 2014
MINUTES - BALSA BEAVER MEETING – DEC 10th, 2014





















13 members were present.
In the absence of Secretary Rob Pringle, John McFayden agreed to take the meeting
minutes.
President Chris Brownhill opened the meeting and requested a motion be made that the
November 2014 Minutes be accepted as posted.
Keith Morgan made a motion that the November 2014 Minutes be accepted as Posted.
Seconded by Janek Zalewski. Vote - unanimous.
Chris Brownhill presented the contents of Treasurer Naomi Macklem’s financial report.
Details as follows…. Here are the amounts as of Nov 1, 2014
Cash balance
$2,434.48
- $285.00 (Team Travel Fund reserve)
=$2,149.48
Naomi
Chris Brownhill reviewed the November Meeting.
Chris Brownhill reminded the membership that the agenda for the January 14 th 2015
meeting will be the Heli Hula Event.
Chris Brownhill reviewed the 2015 Contest Dates proposed at the November meeting
and since there were no objections raised from the membership will proceed to get site
sanctions and MAAC sanctions for each event.
Peter Hanson gave a presentation on a long lived scratch built Flite Streak built by Ross
Gammage. Mr. Gammage had been a leader of a model airplane club in a GTA High
School and helped many aspiring pilots build and fly control line models.
Peter Hanson gave a presentation on a new wing he has built using only 1/16” balsa
(except for the bellcrank mount). The wing is double taper with particularly thinner tip
ribs compared to the centre section ribs.
Santa Claus distributed some gifts to each member present.
John McFayden brought in a Cox PT-19 Trainer which Keith Morgan plans to use as a
template to build both a Corplast and balsa replica similar to that of the Cox Spitfire that
he presented at the November meeting.
With all official club business completed Keith Morgan made a motion to adjourn the
meeting. Seconded by Bill Bowmer.
The meeting was followed with a spread of Christmas Treats and non-alcoholic
beverages and of course the Annual Swap Shop.
Photos provided by Doug Blackmore.
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